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Abstract. Clustering is mostly an unsupervised procedure and most of the clustering
algorithms depend on assumptions and initial guesses in order to define the
subgroups presented in a data set. As a consequence, in most applications the final
clusters require some sort of evaluation. The evaluation procedure has to tackle
difficult problems, which can be qualitatively expressed as: i. quality of clusters, ii.
the degree with which a clustering scheme fits a specific data set, iii. the optimal
number of clusters in a partitioning. In this paper we present a scheme for finding
the optimal partitioning of a data set during the clustering process regardless of the
clustering algorithm used. More specifically, we present an approach for evaluation
of clustering schemes (partitions) so as to find the best number of clusters, which
occurs in a specific data set. A clustering algorithm produces different partitions for
different values of the input parameters. The proposed approach selects the best
clustering scheme (i.e., the scheme with the most compact and well-separated
clusters), according to a quality index we define. We verified our approach using
two popular clustering algorithms on synthetic and real data sets in order to evaluate
its reliability. Moreover, we study the influence of different clustering parameters to
the proposed quality index.

1 Introduction

Data Mining is a step in the KDD process that is mainly concerned with
methodologies for knowledge extraction from large data repositories. There are many
data mining algorithms that accomplish a limited set of tasks and produce a particular
enumeration of patterns over data sets. These main tasks, according to well
established data mining methods [5], are: the definition/extraction of clusters, the
classification of database values into the categories defined, and the extraction of
association rules or other knowledge artifacts.
More specifically regarding clustering, the outcome (from now on referred to as
clustering scheme) is a set of clusters characterized by their center and their limits
(i.e., the bounds within which the values of the cluster objects range). In the vast
majority of KDD approaches, the clustering algorithms partition a data set in a
number of groups based on some parameters, such as the desired number of clusters,
the minimum number of objects in a cluster, the diameter of a cluster etc. For
instance, assume the data set presented in Fig. 1a. It is obvious that we can discover
three clusters in the given data set.  However, if we consider a clustering algorithm
(e.g. K-Means) with certain parameter values (in the case of K-means the number of
clusters) so as to partition our data set in four clusters, the result of clustering process
would be the clustering scheme presented in Fig. 1b. In our example the clustering
algorithm (K-Means) found the best four clusters in which our data set could be
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partitioned. We define the term “optimal” clustering scheme as the outcome of
running a clustering algorithm (i.e., a partitioning) that best fits (i.e., resembles) the
real partitions of the data set. It is obvious from Fig. 1b that the clustering scheme
presented in it does not fit well the data set. The optimal clustering for our data set
will be a scheme with three clusters. As a consequence, if the clustering algorithm
parameters are assigned an improper value, the clustering method may result in a
partitioning scheme that is not optimal for the specific data set leading to wrong
decisions. The problems of deciding the number of clusters better fitting a data set as
well as the evaluation of the clustering results has been subject of several research
efforts [14]. Although various validity indices have been introduced, in practice most
of the clustering methods do not use any of them. Furthermore, formal methods in
database and data mining applications for finding the best partitioning of a data set,
are very few [12], [17].

Fig. 1. a. A data set that consists of three clusters, b. The results from the a
means when we ask four clusters
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2 Related Work

Clustering is one of the main tasks in the data mining process for discovering groups
and identifying interesting distributions and patterns in the underlying data. The
fundamental clustering problem is to partition a given data set into groups (clusters),
such that the data points in a cluster are more similar to each other than points in
different clusters [8]. In the clustering process, there are no predefined classes and no
examples that would show what kind of desirable relations should be valid among the
data [1]. This is what distinguishes clustering from classification. Classification is a
procedure of assigning a data item to a predefined set of categories [6].

There is a multitude of clustering methods available in literature, which can be
broadly classified into the following types [13]: i) Partitional clustering, ii)
Hierarchical clustering, iii) Density-Based clustering, iv) Grid-based. For each of the
types there exists a wealth of subtypes and different algorithms [1], [4], [9], [14], [18]
for finding the clusters. In general terms, the clustering algorithms are based on a
criterion for judging the quality of a given partitioning. More specifically, they take as
input some parameters (e.g. number of clusters, density of clusters) and attempt to
define the best partitioning of a data set for the given parameters. Thus, they define a
partitioning of a data set based on certain assumptions and not the “best” one that fits
the data set.

Since clustering algorithms discover clusters, which are not known a-priori, the
final partitioning of a data set requires some sort of evaluation in most applications
[11]. Another important issue in clustering is to find out the number of clusters that
give the optimal partitioning. A particularly difficult problem, which is often ignored
in clustering algorithms is “how many clusters are there in the data set?”. Though this
is an important question that causes much discussion, the formal methods for finding
the optimal number of clusters in a data set are few [12].

Previously described requirements for the evaluation of clustering results is well
known in the research community and a number of efforts have been made especially
in the area of pattern recognition [14]. However, the issue of cluster validity is rather
under-addressed in the area of databases and data mining applications, even though
recognized as important. In general terms, there are three approaches to investigate
cluster validity [14]. The first is based on external criteria. This implies that we
evaluate the results of a clustering algorithm based on a pre-specified structure, which
is imposed on a data set and reflects our intuition about the clustering structure of the
data set. The second approach is based on internal criteria. We may evaluate the
results of a clustering algorithm in terms of quantities that involve the vectors of the
data set themselves (e.g proximity matrix). The third approach of clustering validity is
based on relative criteria. Here the basic idea is the evaluation of a clustering
structure by comparing it with other clustering schemes, resulting by the same
algorithm but with different parameter values. The two first approaches are based on
statistical tests and their major drawback is their high computational cost. Moreover,
the indices related to these approaches aim at measuring the degree to which a data set
confirms an a-priori specified scheme.

Our work puts emphasis to the third approach of clustering evaluation, based on
relative criteria. In this approach, there are two criteria proposed for clustering
evaluation and selection of an optimal clustering scheme [1]: i) Compactness, the
members of each cluster should be as close to each other as possible, ii) Separation,
the clusters themselves to be widely spaced.
A number of cluster validity indices are described in literature using the above
criteria. A cluster validity index for crisp clustering proposed in [3], attempts to
identify “compact and separated clusters”. Other validity indices for crisp clustering
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have been proposed in [2] and [10]. The implementation of most of these measures is
very computationally expensive, especially when the number of clusters and number
of objects in the data set grows very large [17]. For fuzzy clustering, Bezdek proposed
the partition coefficient (1974) and the classification entropy (1984). The limitations
of these measures are: i) their monotonous dependency on the number of clusters and
ii) the lack of direct connection to the geometry of the data [2]. Other fuzzy validity
measures are proposed in [7], [11], [17]. We should mention that the evaluation of
proposed measures and the analysis of their reliability are limited.
Another approach for finding the best number of cluster of a data set proposed in [12].
It introduces a practical clustering algorithm based on Monte Carlo cross-validation.
This approach differs significantly from the one we propose. While we evaluate
clustering schemes based on widely recognized quality criteria of clustering, the
evaluation approach proposed in [12] is based on density functions considered for the
data set. Thus, it uses concepts related to probabilistic models in order to estimate the
number of clusters, better fitting a data set, while we use concepts directly related to
the data.  Our approach is based on the inter-cluster and intra-clusters distances.
In the following section we introduce the details of our approach concerning the
evaluation of the clustering schemes defined in data mining process.

3 Our Approach of Clustering Scheme Evaluation

The problem can be stated as follows: Given a data set of n objects containing non-
categorical data, we aim at the definition of a clustering scheme, representing the best
partitioning of the specific data set based on a well defined quality index. In the
following sections we elaborate on our approach.

3.1 Quality of Clustering Schemes

The objective of the clustering methods is to provide optimal partitions of a data set.
In general, they should search for clusters whose members are close to each other (or
have a high degree of similarity) and well separated. Another problem we face in
clustering is to decide the optimal number of clusters that fits better a data set. The
majority of clustering algorithms produce a partitioning based on the input parameters
(e.g. number of clusters, clusters density etc) that finally lead to a finite number of
clusters. Thus, the application of an algorithm assuming different input parameters
values results in different partitions of a particular data set, which are not easily
comparable. A solution to this problem is to run the algorithm repetitively with
different input parameter values and compare the results against a well-defined
validity index. The best partitioning of our data set will maximize (or minimize) the
index. In this paper we aim at the evaluation of clustering schemes produced by
applying repeatedly the same algorithm with different input parameters, and at the
selection of the best clustering scheme. This process is based on an index that is better
described by the term clustering scheme quality index.

A reliable quality index must take into account both the compactness and the
separation of clusters in a partitioning [11]. Thus, the reliability of an index is based
on the two fundamental criteria of clustering quality and more specifically to the
degree an index combines both criteria. Many validation indices are proposed in the
literature. However, the evaluation of the proposed indices and the analysis of their
reliability are rather under-addressed in the literature [12] and especially in the area of
databases and data mining.
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In the sequel, we describe a clustering scheme quality index that can be used in
crisp clustering and we analyse its reliability.

3.2 Quality Index for Clustering Schemes

In this section, we define a quality index for evaluating clustering schemes based on
concepts and the relative validity indices proposed in the literature.

Definitions*.
Variance of data set. The variance of a data set X, is called •(•). The value of the pth

dimension is defined as follows,
(1)

(2)

Variance of cluster i. The variance of cluster i is called �Yi) and its pth dimension is
given by

(3)

Quality index definition.  The quality index of our approach is based on the validity
index defined for FCM in [11]. We use the same concepts for validation, but
transform them into equivalent ones for crisp clustering. Following, we give the
fundamental definition for this index.
Average scattering for clusters. The average scattering for clusters is defined as

(4)

Total separation between clusters. The definition of total scattering (separation)
between clusters is given by equation (5)

 (5)

where Dmax = max(||vi - vj||) "i, j ³{1, 2,3,…,c} is the maximum distance between
cluster centers. The Dmin = min(||vi - vj||) "i, j ³{1, 2,3,…,c} is the minimum distance
between cluster centers.
Now, we can define a quality index based on equations (4) and (5), as follows

SD(c) = a Scat(c) + Dis(c)
(6)

where  is a weighting factor equal to Dis(cmax) where cmax is the maximum number of
input clusters. The first term (i.e., Scat(c) defined by (4)) indicates the average
compactness of clusters (i.e., intra-cluster distance). A small value for this term
indicates a compact cluster and as the scattering within clusters increases (i.e., they
become less compact) the value of Scat(c) also increases. The second term Dis(c)
indicates the total separation between the c clusters (i.e., an indication of inter-cluster
distance). Contrary to the first term the second one, Dis(c), is influenced by the
geometry of the clusters centers and increase with the number of clusters. It is obvious
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for previous discussion that the two terms of SD are of the different range, thus a
weighting factor is needed in order to incorporate both terms in a balanced way. The
number of clusters, c, that minimizes the above index can be considered as an optimal
value for the number of clusters present in the data set.

3.3 Evaluation Study of Clustering Scheme Quality Index

In this section we present the evaluation of the quality index both qualitatively and
experimentally.

Qualitative evaluation. Considering the SD index definition (eq. (6)), we can observe
the following:
1. It uses cluster separation as an indication of the average scattering between

clusters, minimizing thus the possibility to select a clustering scheme with
significant differences in cluster distances. Also, we should mention that the total
separation between clusters, Dis(c), is influenced by the distribution of the cluster
centers in space. As a consequence the quality index SD takes into account the
geometry of the centers, which also influences the values of SD.

2. The maximum number of clusters influences the index SD. It is clear, from the
index definition, that its values are equally affected by Scat (eq. (4)) and Dis (eq.
(5)) due to the weighting factor definition, = Dis(cmax). Thus, different values of
cmax (i.e., weighting factor) affect proportionally SD values. The influence of the
weighting factor is an issue for further study as mentioned in [11]. However, to the
best of our knowledge in recent literature there is no well-established study to
analyze the effect of the weighting factor. In the sequel, we present the results of a
study that we performed in order to evaluate the influence of the factor a to the SD
values.

Experimental evaluation. In this study we have used real data sets to verify the
results of the preceding theoretical study. More specifically, we use the Iris data set
[19]. This is a biometric data set of measurements referring to flowers. The schema of
this data set is R={sepal_length, sepal_width, petal_length, petal_width}. Also, we
implemented and used for our study, the partitioning clustering algorithm K-Means
[1] in order to define the clustering schemes. However, we should mention that any
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other clustering algorithm could be used. Our focus to the K-Means algorithm for our
study is justified by the following: i) It is widely used in a variety of applications, ii)
Our purpose is not to evaluate a variety of clustering algorithms but to illustrate a
procedure for finding the optimal partitioning of an array of clustering schemes.

The results of our experiments can be summarized as follows:
� The index SD evaluates clustering schemes considering scattering within and

between clusters. Fig. 2a, b show the values of SD as a function of the number of
clusters, considering two and four-dimensional data sets respectively. From these
figures it is clear that the number of clusters does not influence the SD index. So it
does not decrease monotonously as the number of clusters increases. Indeed the SD
index behaves in a homogeneous and expected way almost independently of the
cmax, cmin values for a particular data set. The study of SD in different data sets and
with a variety of attributes shows that the values of SD are influenced by the
geometry of the centers of clusters. The different shape of graphs in Fig. 2a, b is
due to the difference in the geometry of the clusters’ centers.

� The index SD is slightly influenced by the maximum value of clusters’ number.  As
Figures 2a, b depict, the distributions of the index values for different values of cmax

is similar. It is also noteworthy that there is no significant influence of cmax value on
the value of SD, corresponding to the optimal clustering scheme (minimum value of
SD). Hence SD results in the optimal clustering scheme almost irrespectively of the
maximum number of clusters. We can only observe a slight decrease to the
minimum value of the SD index when the value cmax becomes very small. For
instance (Fig.2a) the best number of clusters is three when the cmax ranges from 10 to
5 while it is two when cmax  = 4.

Our experiments verify that aforementioned results are valid in data sets with higher
dimensionality.

4 Finding the “Best” Clustering Scheme
4.1 An Algorithm for Clustering Scheme Evaluation

In previous sections we have defined a quality index for clustering scheme evaluation.
We exploit this index during the clustering process in order to define the optimal
number of clusters, copt, and as a consequence, the optimal clustering scheme for our
dataset. More specifically, we define the range of input parameters of a clustering
algorithm. Different cluster algorithms require different input parameters (e.g. number
of clusters, number of objects in each cluster, least number of points in a cluster etc).
Let us call p this set of parameters associated with a clustering algorithm. The range
of values for p is defined by an expert, so that the clustering schemes produced are
compatible with expected data set partitions. For example, if we consider the Iris data
set described in previous sections, it would be meaningless to search for clustering
schemes where the number of clusters is too small (i.e., one) or too big (i.e., twenty).
A suitable range of the number of clusters for the given example will be [2, 10]. Then,
a clustering algorithm is performed for each value p and the results of clustering are
evaluated using the SD quality index (Sect. 3.2). The number of clusters at which SD
reaches its minimum value and also a significant local change (i.e., decrease) in its
value occurs, can be considered as the best one. The basic steps of the algorithm that
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defines the optimal clustering scheme using SD as quality index is described as
follows:

1. Define the value ranges of the clustering algorithm input
parameters. Let pmax and pmin are the parameters, resulting in
schemes with the max and min number of clusters respectively.

2. Initialize p � pmax ;
3. Run the clustering algorithm using p. The output is a clustering

scheme of c clusters for the data set.
   if (p=pmax)
        a �Disc(cmax);
        indexValue�SD(c);
       dist_between_indexValues=0;
       copt�c }
   else  if (SD(c)<indexValue)
    if (dist_between_indexValues/abs(SD(c) –SD(c-1)))<3
     c opt�c;
     indexValue � SD(c);
     dist_between_indexValues= SD(c) –SD(c-1);
  5.  p � p-1,
     if (p=p max-1)
      stop
    else   goto 3.

The previously described procedure aims at choosing the optimal clustering scheme
for a specific data set, which can be partitioned into compact clusters. It is based on: i)
the iterative application of a clustering algorithm assuming different parameter values
as input, and ii) the calculation of the SD quality index (see Sect. 3.2) for each
clustering scheme that discovered by an algorithm. Let [cmin, cmax] the range of the
number of clusters, c. The clustering algorithm is repeated for successive values of c
starting from cmax and decreasing to cmin. The choice of the optimal cluster number is
the one for which: i) SD reaches a local minimum (there number of clusters c), ii) the
slope of the linear segment (ci-1, ci) is greater than the inclination of any other linear
segment (ck, ck+1��� N� � >Fmin, cmax]. We have considered for our algorithm
implementation that the best quality index value corresponds to the point at which the
index reaches its minimum value and at the same time the change in its value is not
less than 1/3 of the previous significant change in the index value. For instance, as
Fig. 4b depicts the value of SD is smaller for two than for three clusters. However, the
change of the index value between three and two clusters is not significant comparing
it with the previous significant change between four and three clusters (it is less than
1/3 of the index value change occurring between four and three). Thus, we conclude
that the best number of clusters for Iris data set is three.

4.2 Time Complexity

It is obvious from above description that the time complexity for the definition of the
optimal clustering scheme depends on the complexity of clustering algorithm we
consider (O(f(n,c,d))) and on the time complexity for the quality index calculation.
The complexity for computing the quality index SD, is: O(ndc +c2d) where d is the
number of attributes (data set dimension), c is the number of clusters, n is the number
of database tuples. According to our approach, the clustering algorithm and the
computation of the quality index are performed for each value of the parameter p in
[pmin, pmax]. Thus, the overall complexity for finding the optimal number of clusters is
O((pmax-pmin+1)(f(c,n,d) +ncd+c2d)).
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For example, in the case we use K-Means (time complexity is O(tcnd)) as a clustering
algorithm, the overall complexity for finding the optimal number of clusters is O((cmax-
cmin+1)(tncd+c2d)). The graphs in Fig. 3a, b show the results of an experimental study
referring to the execution time of our approach using K-Means as the clustering
algorithm.

Fig. 3. a. Execution time as function of number of tuples, b.Execution time in seconds as
function of the number of tuples

4.3 Evaluation Study of Our Approach - Experimental Results

Based on the algorithm described in Section 4.1, we implemented a clustering system
for evaluating the clustering schemes and selecting the scheme that fits a data set
based on a specific clustering algorithm. It is a system, which is implemented in Java
and uses ODBC to connect to a database. At the current stage of development, we
have implemented and applied the K-Means algorithm in order to define the
clustering schemes. Nevertheless, our approach can also be applied by considering
any other clustering algorithm on our data set. This claim was verified by using a
hierarchical algorithm (single link algorithm)[14] on our data set. Using our system,
we experimented with synthetic and real data sets so as to evaluate our approach as
regards the selection of the best clustering scheme for a data set that a specific
clustering algorithm defines.

Data Sets description. We evaluate the proposed approach for finding the optimal
clustering scheme using two data sets: a real one based on Iris Data Set  (see Sect.
3..3) and a synthetic one. A good partitioning of the data set in three groups of flowers
can be obtained if we use only two features and more specifically the attributes
petal_length, and petal_width of the Iris Data Set [11]. The second data set is a
synthetic one and includes 10000 two- dimensional data points (Fig 5a). We produce
the data set using normal distribution.

Discussion on experimental results. The goal of this experiment is to evaluate our
approach regarding the selection of the optimal clustering scheme that a specific
clustering algorithm can define. More specifically, we apply two-dimensional
clustering to Iris Data Set considering the attributes petal_length, and petal_width.
The clustering schemes are discovered using the K-means algorithm while its input
parameters (number of clusters) take values between 2 and 10. Applying the steps of
the algorithm (see Sect. 4.1) our system results in a clustering scheme of three
clusters. We can verify this result based on Fig. 2a, which presents the quality index
values as a function of the number of clusters. We observe there, that the clustering
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scheme with three clusters corresponds to the minimum value of quality index and 
also is the point at which a significant local decrease in its value occurs. Thus, 
according to our system three clusters is the optimal c (Fig. 4a) for our data set, which 
is also the number of clusters proposed by experts. 

Fig 4. a .The best clustering scheme of Iris Data set, b. The graph of SD versus the number of 
clusters that corresponds to a clustering scheme of Iris Data set defined by applying an 

hierarchical clustering algorithm. 
Fig 5. a.A data set that contains four clusters, b. The graph of SD versus the number of clusters 
(using K-Means). 

We carried out a similar study using the synthetic data set described above. It is 
clear from Fig 5a that our data set consists of four clusters. This was verified by our 
system as the clustering algorittml (K-Means) parameter values (i.e., number of 
clusters) range from 2 to 10. According to the graph presented in Fig. 5b the number 
of clusters in which SD reaches its minimum value and also a significant decrease of 
its value occurs, is four. 

In the sequel, we demonstrate that our approach is independent of the clustering 
algorittml used. 
We consider the Iris Data Set (Fig. 4a) and we apply the single lit~k algorittml [14] in 
order to discover clustering schemes. The algorittml will produce various schemes 
based on the range of values for the number of clusters that we define (e.g. [2, 10]). 
The result is a tree (called dendrogram) where each level corresponds to a specific 
number of clusters. Then, we evaluate each of the clustering schemes based on the SD 
quality index. The graph of SD versus the number of clusters (c) is presented in Fig. 
4b. According to this graph, the optimal clustering scheme contains three clusters as 
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in the case of K-Means. The above proves that our approach can be easily applied to
any data set with compact clusters irrespective of cluster algorithm. We have to stress
that our approach does not evaluate schemes discovered by different algorithms. It
aims at selecting the optimal clustering scheme among the schemes that a specific
clustering algorithm defines considering different input parameter values.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, we presented an approach for the extraction of optimal clustering
schemes (i.e., schemes that correspond and best fit the real data set partitioning).
More specifically:
� We defined the quality index SD, for clustering scheme evaluation, based on the

fundamental quality criteria for clustering (compactness and separation). The quality
index is a variant of the indices defined for the FCM algorithm in [11], adapted to
crisp clustering algorithms. Its definition is based on intra-cluster and inter-cluster
distances.

� We evaluated the behavior of SD considering different values for the clustering
algorithm input parameters (i.e., number of clusters, max number of clusters). The
results of the experimental study are summarized as follows: i) the SD index reaches
a local minimum as the number of clusters ranges in [cmin, cmax]. This happens
because SD takes into account both of the quality criteria (compactness and
separation), ii) the value of c at which SD reaches its minimum and also a
significant local decrease of SD occurs, is the optimal number of clusters, iii) SD
proposes an optimal number of clusters almost irrespectively of the maximum
number of clusters, cmax.

� We evaluated the results of our approach using real and synthetic data sets with
known partitioning structure. The experimental study demonstrated that the quality
index SD can identify the best clustering scheme defined by an algorithm while we
assume different input parameter values. Our approach is independent on the
clustering algorithm used to partition the data set.
Further work will be concentrated in the following issues:

� Comparison of the clustering scheme quality index proposed in this paper with a
number of known validity indices. We will choose and implement some known
validity indices presented in relevant literature. Then, we will carry out an
evaluation study considering specific data sets to compare the performance of our
approach regarding the selection of the best clustering scheme with the other
indices.

� Revealing and handling of the uncertainty in data mining process. The system
presented in this paper is part of a larger scale effort that aims at extracting useful
knowledge and handling uncertainty in all stages of the KDD process. This effort
has resulted in a classification scheme that handles uncertainty and supports
decision-making [15]. We aim at enhancing our clustering evaluation scheme in
order to deal with uncertainty. Then the results of the clustering process will
directly be used as a classification scheme described in [15][16].
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